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Al~tract--We propose aconvergent finite-difference method to construct an approximate solution 
of the boundary-value problems with deviating arguments. The method developed takes into 
account the continuity limitations of the solutions of these problems. To demonstrate he 
effectiveness of the proposed method numerical evidence is also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following second-order nonlinear differential equation with deviating argu- 
ments 




fe  C([a, b] x R2,R), g ~ C[a, b]. 
c = min( inf g(t), a} 
a<~t~b 
d=max{ sup g(t),b} 
a<~t<~b 
and q~ ~ C[c, a], ~k e C[b, d] be given functions. If c = a and/or d = b then, 4~ and/or ~O are 
interpreted as constants. We seek a function x e C[c, d] f7 C~2)[a, b] which has the property 
that it satisfies the boundary conditions 
x(t) = qS(t), t e [c, a], (2) 
and 
x(t) = •(t), t ~[b,d], (3) 
and x(t) is a solution of equation (1) in [a, hi. 
It is well-known that the construction of the solution of equations (1)-(3) is much more 
difficult than for the boundary-value problems of ordinary differential equations. When 
equation (1) is linear then its solution is not simply some linear combination of a particular 
solution with a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous equation since, in general the space 
of linearly independent solutions of homogeneous equations is of infinite dimension. Thus, 
the practical shooting-type methods developed in Refs [1-6] cannot be used. However, 
based on a theory of differential inequalities De Nevers and Schmitt [7] have demonstrated 
that the shooting method can be applied provided g(t) <~ t, i.e. equation (1) is only of delay 
type, also see Refs [8, 9]. Another difficulty in developing any numerical procedure for 
equations (1)-(3) is by the fact that in general the solutions are only of class C Cz~[a, b], e.g. 
see Refs [10-12]. Having these limited continuity assumptions, Reddien and Travis [13] 
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developed projection-type methods using polynomial splines as approximating functions. 
In this paper we shall keep these limitations and propose a very simple finite-difference 
method which converges to the solution of equations (1)--(3). The proposed method 
extends and improves the method given in Ref. [14]. In particular it is applicable to 
problems with more general functional arguments than those treated in Ref. [14]. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
The theory of existence and uniqueness of solutions of problems even more general than 
equations (1)-(3) has been considered at length in recent years, e.g. see Refs [9, 12, 15-19]. 
In particular, in Ref. [19] it has been proved that i f f(t ,  u, v) satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
If(t, u ,v ) - f ( t ,  rt,~)[ ~<L[u -- fil +Mlv  -~ l  (4) 
V(t,u,v), (t,~,V)e[a,b] x R'-, and 
=~(L + M)(b - a) 2 < I, (5) 
then the boundary-value problem [equations (1) - (3)] has a unique solution x(t). It is of 
interest o note that condition (5) can be replaced by a noncomparable condition 
~= L+-~M (b -a )2< 1. (6) 
To prove this, we follow the technique used in Refs [18, 19]. Define S = C[c, d] with the 
finite norm 
Ifxll =max sup Ix(t)[, sup n ( t -a ) '  sup [x(t)l . 
On the Banach space S we define a mapping T as follows: 
= l(t) + O(t) _I[ G(t, s)f(s, x(s), x(g(s)))ds, (7) (Tx)(t) 
where G(t, s) is the Green's function associated with the boundary-value problem x" = O, 
x(a) = x(b) = 0; O(t) = 1 if a ~< t ~< b and zero otherwise; the function l(t) is 
l(t)=c~(t), c<~t <~a 
¢(6)  - ~(a)  
= dp(a) -~ b - a 
= ¢(t), b<~t<.Nd. 
( t -a ) ,  a<<.t<~b 
One can verify that: (i) (Tx)(t) = c~(t), c <<. t <~ a; (ii) (Tx)(t) = ¢(t), b ~< t .N< d; (iii) T is 
a continuous operator from S into itself; and (iv) (Tx)"(t) =f(t ,  x(t), x(g(t))), a <~ t <~ b. 
Now, to conclude the proof it suffices to show that T is contracting on S. For this, let 
x, y ~ S then, we have 
f: I(Tx)(t) - (Ty)(t)l <<. IG(t,s)l[LIx(s) -y (s ) [  +Mlx(g(s))  -y(g(s)) l ]  ds E  s-o'l 
<~ [G(t,s)l Lsin (b_a-------s+M [ Ix -y l lds  
= L (b -a )Es in  (b-a---~ +M(t -a ) (b - t )  [ Ix-yl[  
<-N L (b -a )2+ M(b-a)  2 sin (b -a~l [x -YH (8) 
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and hence 
IITx - Ty!t <<.~tlx -Y l I .  
Since/~ < 1 the assertion follows. 
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3. F IN ITE-D IFFERENCE METHOD 
An approximate solution of the boundary-value problem of equations (i)-(3) can be 
obtained by the following finite-difference method. We divide the interval [a, b] into (n + 1) 
equally-spaced intervals of length h = (b - a)/(n + !). The discrete points are given by 
t~= a + ih, i = O(l)n + 1. We shall determine the numbers x~ which approximate the 
values x(t~) of the exact solution x(t )  of the boundary-value problem of equations (1)-(3) 
at the points t,, i = O(1)n + 1 by the scheme 
62xi=h2f(t i ,  xi,Yi), 1 <~i <~n, (9) 
x0=~b(a) and x ,+t=f f (b ) ,  (10) 
where 
fix, = x,+½- xi_½ and 
y~= ~b[g(t~)] if g(t~) <~ a 
= ~i[g(li) ] if g(ti) >>. b (I1) 
=x j  if g( t , )=t j  
1 
=-hl [tj+~ -g(t i ) ]x J  +-h [g ( t ' ) -  tj]xj+~ if tj < g(t,) < tj+,. 
The above discretization of equations (1)-(3) is equivalent to the following summary 
difference equation: 
xk=q~(a)+~k(b) -c~(a)k+h2~g(k , i ) f ( t~ ,x ,y , ) ,  0~<k~<n+l  (12) 
n+l  /=1 
where 
1 {(n -k+l ) i ,  O<~i<~k-1  
g(k , i )=  nSr l  (n i+ l )k ,  k<~i<~n+l .  
Lemma 3. I 
Let x ~ C[c, d] ¢q C~2)[a, b] and satisfy equations (2) and (3) and Yi be as in equation (11), 
then 
I x (g ( t~) ) -y i l<~max{[x( t j )  xjl Ix(tj+,) xj+ll} i , - , - +~h'M2,  (13) 
where 
Mz= max [x"(t)[. 
a<~t~b 
Proof. I fg(t,)  ~< a or g(ti)/> b or g(t,) = tj then, expression (13) is obvious. Thus, we need 
to consider only the case tj < g(t,) < tj~ ~. From polynomial interpolation, we know that 
1 1 
x(t )  = -~ (tj+ l - t)x(tj) + -~ (t - tj)x(tj+, ) + ½(t - tj)(t - tj+ l )x"(pj) 
where xj < pj < xj + t. Thus, we have 
1 
x(g(t,)) - ).,, = ~ [tj+~ - g(tg)][x(tj) - xj] + ~ [g(t,) - tj] [x(tj~. ~ ) - .,cj ~. ~] 
+ ½[g(t,) - tj][g(t,) - tj+ ,]x"(pj) 
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and hence 
1 
Ix(g(t,)) -Y, I  <~ ~ [Itj.~ -g(t,)] -i- ig(t,) - tj]]max[Ix(te) -x ; I ,  I x ( t j+E) -x j . , t}  
+ ![g(t,) - tjl [g(t,) - t;_~ ]M, 
~< max{ Ix(tj) - .'c/I, l.x'(t;_ t ) - -  +~'1-1 I} + +h"M+. 
Theorem 3.2 
Suppose that the function f(t,  u, c) satisfies the Lipschitz condition (4) and inequality 
(5) or (6) holds. Then, the summary difference equation (12) or equivalently equations 
(9)-(11), the discretization of equations (1)-(3) has a unique solution. 
Proof Let B be the space of all functions defined at t+, i = O(1)n + 1 with the finite norm 
Hx[I = sup 
O.<.<i~<n+l irr 
sin - -  
n+l  
On the Banach space B we define a mapping T as follows: 
Txk = fb(a) + ~k(b) - O(a) k + h: Z g(k, i ) f(G x,, y,). (14) 
n+l  i~ l  
The rest of the proof  is similar to that given in Section 2, except now we need the following 
inequalities [20, 21]: 
~" -g (k , i ) s in  i~z h'- krr h2(n + 1)-" krr h" - -  - sin ~< sin - -  (15) 
~=t n + I 4 sin: _____~.____~ n + 1 rc 2 n + 1 
2(n + 1) 
and 
k(n -k  + l) h2(n + l) z krc h 2 i=2"1 - g(k, i) = h 2 2 ~< 2rr sin - - 'n+l  (16) 
Theorem 3.3 
Let the conditions of Theorem 3.2 be satisfied. Then, the solution x(t) of equations 
(1)-(3) and the solution {xk} of equation (12) satisfy 
[x(tk) - xkl ~< hZMM, + max x"(t~) (b - a) 2 sin krt 
- l<~i<<.n f l "~ l '  
l~<k~<n.  (17) 
Proof. The solution x(t) of equations (1)-(3) at the point tk can be written as 
xG) = 4~(a) + ~(b) - 4~(a) 
n+l  
k + h'- ,=,~ g(k, i) If(tg, x(ti), x(g(ti))) + - - -  
From equations (12) and (18) and Lemma 3.1, we find 
[x(tk) - xkl ~< h-' ~=t  -g (k ,  i) II f (ti, x(t~), x(g(t,) ) ) - f (t~, x~, Ye)l 
6"-x(t,) 
+ h: x"(t,) 1 
<~ h'-,= L ~ - g(k, i) f Ltx(t,) - x,I + M'lx(g(t~))-ys l  
d 'x ( t , )  
+ 7z r x"(t,) I 
6'x(t,) ] 
h2 - x"( t i )  . 
(18) 
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<~hZ,=,L -g(k , i )  IL sinn + :',x(t.), -x~ 
+M(l lx( tk) -x~[+~h"M,)+ maxl6:x(t :)  x"(t:) ] 
- I~<,~<n h: . (19) 
Using inequalities (t5) and (16) in inequality (19), we get 
kx 
[x(tk)-x~t <~fl sin [[x(tD--xki[ 
n+l  
I~ O2x(t~) ] 1 krc 
+ hZMM:+ max he x"(t,) +~(b-  a )Zs in - -  
i.<,.<~ n + I 
and hence 
E 11 (1 -/~)llx(tk) - xk II ~< ~h'-MM, + max x"(t,) (b - a): 
which easily provides inequality (17). 
The estimate (17) asserts that the solution (x~} of equation (12) converges to x(t) the 
solution of equations (1)-(3) as h --.0. If in addition x"(t) exists and has at most countable 
jump discontinuities then, from estimate (17) it is easy to show that 
Ix(t~) - xkl = O(h), (20) 
whereas if x ~ C[c, d] N C°)[a, b] and xl~~(t) exists and has at most countable jump 
discontinuities, then 
Ix(tk) - Xkl = O(h-'). (21) 
Obviously, any further continuity assumptions on the solution x(t) of equations (1)-(3) 
will not improve the order of our method. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
One of the important characteristics of Theorem 3.2 is that the Picard iterative scheme, 
62x? +' = h'-f(G xT, YT), 
~n+l  m+l  . = ~(a) ,  x.,_~ = qJ(b) 
and 
x ° ~b(a) + ~9(b)- ~b(a) 
= i m =0,1  . . . . .  
n+l  
converges to the solution {&} of equations (9) and (10); also, an error estimate 
kx 
Ix';-xkl 4/3" (1 - /~) - '  I !x ' -x° l l  s in - -  
n+l  
is readily available. 
From scheme (22), we find 
]xk t - x°[ ~< h-' L - g(k, i)[ f ( t  i, x °, YI') 
i= l  




Ilx t -x° l l~<h 2 max I f (Gx  o, .o 1 .~, )1 (n + 1 ):. (24) 
O<~i<<.n--1 
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Using inequality (24) in expression (23), we get 
tx~'-x~l ~/3~'(1-/3)-' l9-~(b-a)2 max tf(t~,xO,yO)lsin k~ 
o~, .<.+ 1 n +---]" (25)  
In our next result we shall consider the convergence of the Newton iterative method, 
and 
O'x~ ~ t~,x~,y i )+ .~ -x , )  (t~,xT,yT) 
xg '+~ = q~(a),x.+~"+l =~(b)  
x °=~b(a)+0(b) -q~(a) i  m =0,1  . . . . .  
n+l  
to the solution {x~} of equations (9) and (10). 
(26) 
Theorem 4.1 
Suppose that the functionf(t, u, v) is continuously differentiable with respect o u and 
von[a ,b ]×R 2,and 
Of(t, u, c) 
Ov <~ M. 
of(t_, u, 
Ou v) <~L, 
Then, if 313 < 1 the following hold: 
(i) the sequence {x,"} generated by equations (26) satisfies 
[x '~-x° ]<~(t -3 /3 ) -~ l (b -a )2  max I f ( t~,x°,y°) ls in krc . (27) 
O<~i<~n+ I Fl dr- l ' 
(ii) the sequence {x,.'} converges to the unique solution {xi} of equations (9) and 
(10); 
(iii) a bound on the error is gwen by 
[x~-x"fll <~ (1 -  3//)-I (b 2n-a)2 0~<i~<,+tmax ]f(ti, xi,vi)lsin-~+-- ~ . .  (28) 
Proof. For m = 0, the inequality (27) is obviously satisfied. Thus, if inequality (27) holds 
for m then, it suffices to show that it is also true for m + i. For this, we begin with the 
summation representation of equations (26): 
x~,+, = qS(a) 4 ~b(b)- ¢(a) . h2 I f  n -+-1 tc + ~ g(k, i) (t~, x•, y'~) 




lx~ +' - x°t <~ h'- Z - g(k, i)[ lf(ti ,  xi", Yi') - f (  x °i, ye 
i=1  
+lf(tg, x°,y°)l  +Llx7  +~ --xmt +Mly7  '+~ --yT[] 
<~ h z ~ -g (k ,  i)[2L IxT'-  x°f + 2M[y7 -y° l  
i= I  
+ L lx7 ÷' - x°[ + Mly  m+' -y° l  + [f(t~, x,,° )i.0)l] 
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f- 
~</2/3 [1 :  - x ° iI +/3 IIx m÷~ - x ° [I 
+ (b - a)-" 2 ~  o~.+ 1max [f(t.x°,y°)llSinnkrr+ 1" 
Using inequality (27) in expression (30), we get 
(30) 
and hence 
(1 - /3 ) l l x  ~+'  - x ° II • [2/3(1 - 3/3)- '  + 1] - -  
and hence 
(b - a): 
max tf(tix°,y°)l 
2~ o~i~<n+l 
(1 /3)(1 3/?)_ t (b -a ) "  = - - max If(t,,x°,y°)l 
2r~ 0~<i~<n÷l 
IIx m÷' -x° l l  ~<(1 -3/3) - '1  (b -a ) "  max [f(ti, x°,y°i)[, 
O~i<~n÷l 
which implies inequality (27). 
Next, from equation (29) we have 
[: x~,+~ ,~ =h 2 ~ " ,. ,. _ --Xk g(k,t) (6, x, ,Yi ) - f ( t i ,  x'F I,yT'-l) 
i= l  
+ (.,:+' - x:) ~. (,,, x:, y:) + (y:+, - y:) ~ (t,, x:, y:) 
Of "t X m- I  m- t .  - (xT -xT - ' )~t .  , ,y~ ) 
Of (t~, xT'- , YT'- )l + (Y7 - y7 -') ayT------r 
d 
Ix~ '+~-x"~l<<.h 2 ~, -g(k,i)[2LlxT'-xT'- + 2MlyT'-yT'-~l 
i= l  
(31) 
+LIx? ÷~-xT~I+MIy7 ~+~ YTI]. 
Now following as earlier, we get 
Ilx m+l -xml [  <<.2/3Iix'~-xm-~ll +fill xm÷l --xmll 
which also gives 
9R  
I l xm+' -xml [  <1-~ Hxm-xm-~ II 
Finally, an easy induction gives 
i f x , .+  I - x m II ~< 1[ x l  - x ° [I. (32)  
Since 3B < I, inequality (32) implies that the sequence {xT} is Cauchy and from inequality 
(27) it converges to {xi} such that 
1 Ixk--x°[ -N<(1 -- 3fl)-z_5-~ (b -a )  2 max [f(t. xO,yO)lsin__.kr~ (33) 
0~i~n+l  F/ -'[- l 
This {x~} is indeed the unique solution of equations (9) and (10) and can easily be verified. 
To find the error bound (28), we use inequality (32) in the triangular inequality, to obtain 
fix '~÷' -x  mlf ~< 1 I /3 Ilx, -xor [  (34) 
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and, now taking p ---, ~c, to find 
I Ix-x" l l  ~< 1 1 3 IIx,-xoll. 
From equation (29) it is easy to get 
IIx a -x° l l~<( l - /7 )  - ' (b -a ) :  max If(t,,xO,y7)l. 
2T~ O~<i~<n+l 
Using inequality (35) in expression (34), the inequality (28) follows. 
(35) 
Theorem 4.2 
Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 be satisfied. Further, let f(t ,  u, v) be twice con- 
tinuously differentiable on [a, b] x R", and 
o-'s(,, u, 





[x~ '+t -x~"[ ~<~ A'" s in - -  (36) 
n+l  
zx 6(1 B) - ' (b -a )  2 = - max If(ti, x°i,y°)[. 2re O<<.i<~n* l 
Thus, the sequence {x"} generated by equations (26) converges quadratically if A < I. 
Proof. Since f(t, u, v) is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable, quation (31) 
can be written as 
ef x'~+l-- x'k=h", ~=1 g(k,i) (x'p +l - x'~) ~x---~ (ti, xT', YT') 
+ 0'7 +' - yT) ~v~ (ti, X m , Y~) 
+-~ (x 'p-x~' - i )  Op ~ (YT"-Y'P-i)-~q~ f(t,,p<,q~) , 
"-~ and xT, whereas qi lies between YT-~ and yT. where p~ lies between x~ 
Thus, as earlier, we find 
kz~ 
Ix~ '+t -x~'[ ~</Tltx "+l -x" [ I  s in - -  
n+l  
Kh "- & x'7 -t ]2 +--  L -g (k , i ) [L [x~-  I + MlyT-yT_-~l  2 i=[ 
kr~ K k~ 
~</~[[x"+l-x"[[Sinn--~-i-+ ~(L + M)tlx"-x"-ilr'-sin--n + l 
and hence 
IIx~*l - x'~lP < K(L "4- M) ( l ~-~) 
= 6 Nx ' -  x "-~ FI:. 
x " - I  It-' 
F in i te -d i f fe rence  methods  
Now, an easy induction gives 
1 
[ix '~+~ - x"  il ~< ~ [6 IIx ~ - x ° II ]"~. 
Using inequality (35) in expression (37), we get 
~<lA2"" 
which implies inequality (36). 
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5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Example 5.1 
From the results of Section 2, it is easy to verify that the boundary-value problem 
and x(-X"(t)=x(ltl)+l) x( l )= l  1/1(6-t2)  t (38) 
has a unique solution x(t) = t2ltl. Since x"(t)  has a jump discontinuity at t = 0, from 
equation (20) we expect that our discretization will provide only the linear convergence. 
In Table 1, we list the maximum errors obtained for several difference choices of h. 
Tab le  1 
2 2 2 2 
n Max  error ,  h = 3~ Max er ror ,  h = 5- ~ Max error ,  h = 2" + I Max  error ,  h = 2- ~ 
I 0 .513E - Ol 0 .334E - 01 0 .513E - 01 
2 0 .190E - 01 0 .678E - 02  0 .334E - 01 
3 0 .628E - 02  0 .138E - 02  0 .190E - 01 0 .472E - Ol 
4 0 .212E - 02  0 .100E - Ol 0. 119E - 01 
5 0 .714E - 03  0 .513E - 02  0 .297E - 02  
6 0 .262E - 02 0 .744E - 03 
7 0 .134E - 02 0 .186E - 03 
8 0 .676E - 03 0 .465E - 04 
Example 5.2 
The boundary-value problem 
x"(t)=x(t2), 
x(0)=0 and x ( l )= l  (39) 
has a unique solution x(t). Since x e C (4)[0, 1], from equation (21) we expect quadratic 
convergence. In Table 2, we assume the solution x(t) to be exact when h = 1/28 and give 
maximum errors which indeed confirm the quadratic onvergence. For comparison we also 
give the results obtained earlier in Ref. [14], where only linear convergence is achieved. 
Example 5.3 
The boundary-value problem 
1 x"(t) = -T~ sin x(t) - (t + l)x(t - I) + t, 
x(t)=t-~ if t~<0 and x(2)= -½ (40) 
has been solved numerically in Refs [7, 13, 22, 23]. In Table 3, we compare our results 
with their best obtained values. 
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Example 5.4 
The boundary-value problem 
x" ( t )= x (1 +2t)'4JJ ' 
x (0 )= 1 and x ( l )=e  (41) 
has a unique solution x(t) = e ~. In Table 4, we present the maximum obtained errors for 
h = l / 2 ~, 3~<n-N<8. 
Table 4 
h 
Max error 0.618E - 04 0.556E - 04 0.334E - 04 0.123E - 04 0.296E - 05 0.746E - 06 
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